him for a few minutes one evening in the strange port of 33
Herakleion in Crete. He was still thinking about Sher-
wood Anderson, though his talk was of cargoes' and
weather reports and 'water supplies. Once out to sea I
could picture him going up to his cabin and, taking a little
book from the rack, bury himself in the mysterious night
of a nameless Ohio town. The night always made me a
little envious of him, envious of his peace and solitude at
sea. I envied him the islands he was always stopping off
at and the lonely walks through silent villages whose
names mean nothing to us. To be a pilot was the first am- *
bition I had ever voiced. I liked the idea of being alone
in the little house above the deck, steering the ship over
its perilous course. To be aware of the weather, to be in
it, battling with it, meant everything to me. In Antoniou's
countenance there were always traces of the weather. And
in Sherwood Anderson's ;writing there are always traces
of the weather. I like men who have the weather in their
blood, ...
We separated in the early hours of the morning. I went
back to the hotel-, opened the wirtdow and stood for a
while on the balcony looking down on the square which
was now deserted. I had made two more stalwart Greek
friends and I was happy about it. I began to think of all
the friends I had made in the short time that I was there.
I thought of Spiro, the taxi-driver, and of Karemenaios,
'the gendarme; There was also Max, the refugee, living •
like a duke at the King George Hotel; he seemed to have
nothing on his mind but how to make his friends happy
with the drachmas which he couldn't take out of the coun-
try. There was also the proprietor of my hotel who, un-
like any French hotel keeper I have ever met, used to
say to me at intervals—"do you need any money?5* If I
told him I was taking a little trip he would say: "Be sure
to wire me if you need any money." Spiro was the same

